FACT SHEET

Payments & Consent
Payments have always been more difficult than
they should be for school communities, providing
yet another hassle for time-poor parents and
administrative burden for members of staff.
We developed our payments functionality to make this process
significantly easier. From setting the costs of courses online
to establishing payment plans for parents and carers for
additional flexibility; from live updates for staff when payments
have been made to the ability for parents and carers to pay
from the mobile app, we’ve got it all covered.
By enabling parents to make fast, fuss-free payments for school
or course fees, events and excursions (while granting consent),
and even the canteen (alongside placing lunch orders),
Compass increases your school’s chances of being paid while
reducing the administrative time spent chasing up payments
throughout the school year.
Best of all, you can feel fully secure in the knowledge that
Compass is Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard
(PCI DSS) Level 1 compliant, ensuring the security of all
payments made through the platform.

Benefits
Consilidate your payment and consent process
into one workflow, online or in the Compass app
Process payments from credit or debit 		
(Mastercard or Visa) cards, or from the Camps,
Sports and Excursions Fund (CSEF)
Receive regular updates on when payments and
consent have been completed
Integrate with with multiple Compass modules,
including Events, Course Confirmations and
Canteen
PCI DSS Level 1 compliance to ensure the   
highest level of security for all payments

Top Tip:
While Compass does not currently offer a specific module for
processing payments for school uniforms or additional school
items, the Compass Team have assisted many schools in
establishing custom processes within the platform to meet these
needs. Let us know how we could help you.

If you have any questions,
please call (03) 9005 5217
or email us sales@compass.edu.au
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